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Abstract. Constructing a student model for language tutors is a challenging
task. This paper describes using knowledge tracing to construct a student
model of reading proficiency and validates the model. We use speech recognition to assess a student’s reading proficiency at a subword level, even though
the speech recognizer output is at the level of words. Specifically, we estimate
the student’s knowledge of 80 letter to sound mappings, such as ch making the
sound /K/ in “chemistry.” At a coarse level, the student model did a better job
at estimating reading proficiency for 47.2% of the students than did a standardized test designed for the task. Our model’s estimate of the student’s knowledge on individual letter to sound mappings is a significant predictor of whether
he will ask for help on a particular word. Thus, our student model is able to describe student performance both at a coarse- and at a fine-grain size.

1 Introduction
Project LISTEN’s Reading Tutor [8] is an intelligent tutor that listens to students read
aloud with the goal of helping them learn how to read English. Target users are students in first through fourth grades (approximately 6- through 9-year olds). Students
are shown one sentence (or fragment) at a time, and the Reading Tutor uses speech
recognition technology to (try to) determine which words the student has read incorrectly. Much of the Reading Tutor’s power comes from allowing children to request
help and from detecting some mistakes that students make while reading. It does not
have the strong reasoning about the user that distinguishes a classic intelligent tutoring system, although it does base some decisions, such as picking a story at an appropriate level of challenge, on the student’s reading proficiency.
We have constructed models that assess a student’s overall reading proficiency [2],
but have not built a model of the student’s performance on various skills in reading.
Much of the difficulty comes from the inaccuracies inherent in speech recognition.
Providing explicit feedback based only on student performance on one attempt at
reading a word is not viable since the accuracy at distinguishing correct from incor-

rect reading is not high enough [13]. Due to such problems, student modeling has not
received as much attention in computer assisted language learning systems as in classic ITS [5], although there are exceptions such as [7].
Our goal is to use speech recognition to reason about students’ proficiency at a
finer grain-size. Even if it is not possible to provide immediate feedback for student
mistakes, it may be possible to collect enough data over time to estimate a student’s
proficiency at various aspects of reading. Such a result would be helpful for other
tutors that use speech input, particularly language tutors. Our approach is to use
knowledge tracing to assess student reading skills.

2 Knowledge tracing
Knowledge tracing [4] is an approach for estimating the probability a student knows a
skill given observations of him attempting to perform the skill. First we briefly discuss the parameters used in knowledge tracing, then we describe how to modify the
approach to work with speech recognition.
2.1

Parameters in knowledge tracing

For each skill in the curriculum, there is a P(k) representing the probability the student knows the skill, and there are also two learning parameters:
• P(L0) is the initial probability a student knows a skill
• P(t) is the probability a student learns a skill given an opportunity
However, student performance is a noisy reflection of his underlying knowledge.
Therefore, there are two performance parameters for each skill:
• P(slip) = P(incorrect | know skill), i.e., the probability a student gives an incorrect response even if he has mastered the skill. For example, hastily typing “32” instead of “23.”
• P(guess) = P(correct | didn’t know skill), i.e. the probability a student manages to generate a correct response even if he has not mastered the skill. For
example, a student has a 50% chance of getting a true/false question correct.
When the tutor observes a student respond to a question either correctly or incorrectly, it uses the appropriate skill’s performance parameters (to discount guesses and
slips) to update its estimate of the student’s knowledge. A fuller discussion of knowledge tracing is available in [4].
2.2

Accounting for speech recognizer inaccuracies

Although knowledge tracing updates its estimate of the student’s internal knowledge on the basis of observable actions, this approach is problematic with the Reading
Tutor since the output of automated speech recognition (ASR) is far from trustworthy.
Figure 1 shows how both student and interface characteristics mediate student performance. In standard knowledge tracing, there is no need for the intermediate nodes

or their transitions to the observed student performance. However, since our observations of the student are noisy, we need additional possible transitions. FA stands for
the probability of a False Alarm and MD stands for the probability of Miscue Detection. A false alarm is when the student reads a word correctly but the word is rejected
by the ASR; a detected miscue is when the student misreads a word and it is scored as
incorrect by the ASR. In a perfect environment, FA would be 0 and MD would be 1,
and there would therefore be no need for the additional transitions. Overall in the
Reading Tutor, FA ≈ 0.04 and MD ≈ 0.25 (only counting cases where the student said
some other word, the tutor is much better at scoring silence as incorrectly reading a
word).
All we are able to observe is whether the student’s response is scored as being correct, and the tutor’s estimate of his knowledge. Given these limitations, any path that
takes the student from knowing a skill to generating an incorrect response is considered a slip; it does not matter if the student actually slipped, or if his response was
observed as incorrect due to a false alarm. Similarly, a guess is any path from the
student not knowing the skill to an observed correct performance. Therefore, can
define two additional variables slip’ and guess’ to account for both paths:
slip’ = slip * MD + (1-slip) * FA
guess’ = guess * (1-FA) + (1-guess) * (1-MD)
Since we expect ASR performance to vary based on the words being read, it is not
appropriate to use a constant MD and FA for all words. Therefore, when we observe
a slip, while it would be informative to know whether it was caused by the student or
the ASR, there is no good way of knowing which is at fault. As a result, we do not
try to infer the FA, MD, slip, and guess parameters. Instead, we directly estimate the
slip’ and guess’ parameters for each skill directly from data (see Section 3.4).
For simplicity, we henceforth refer to guess’ and slip’ and guess and slip. However, note that the semantics of P(slip) and P(guess) change when using knowledge
tracing in this manner. These parameters now model both the student and the method
for scoring the student’s performance. However, the application of knowledge tracing and the updating of student knowledge remain unchanged.

3 Method for applying knowledge tracing
We now describe how we applied knowledge tracing to our data. First we describe
the data collected, next we describe the reading skills we modeled, then we describe
how to determine which words the student attempted to read, and finally discuss the
knowledge tracing parameter estimates.
3.1

Description of data

Our data come from 284 students who used the Reading Tutor in the 2002-2003
school year. The students using the Reading Tutor were part of a controlled study of
learning gains, so were pre- and post-tested on several reading tests. Students were
administered the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test [14], the Test of Written Spelling

[6], the Gray Oral Reading Test [12], and the Test of Word Reading Efficiency [11].
All of these tests are human administered and scored.
Students’ usage ranged from 27 seconds to 29 hours, with a mean of 8.6 hours and
a median of 5.9 hours. The 27 seconds of usage was anomalous, as only four other
users had less than one hour of usage.
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Figure 1. Knowledge tracing with imperfect scoring of student responses.

While using the Reading Tutor, students read from 3 words to 35102. The mean
number of words read was 8129 and the median was 5715. When students read a
sentence, their speech was processed by the ASR and aligned against the sentence
[10]. This alignment scores each word of the sentence as either being accepted (heard
by the ASR as read correctly), rejected (the ASR heard and aligned some other
word), or skipped. In Table 1, the student was supposed to read “The dog ran behind
the house.” The bottom row of the table shows how the student’s performance would
be scored by the tutor.
Table 1. Example alignment of ASR output to sentence

3.2
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What reading skills to assess?

Given the ASR’s judgment of the student’s reading, we must decide which reading
skills we wish to assess. We could measure the student’s competency on each word

in the English language, but such a model would suffer from sparse data problems
and would not generalize to new words the student encounters. Instead, we assess a
student’s knowledge of graphemeÆphoneme (gÆp) mappings. A grapheme is a
group of letters in a word that produces a particular phoneme (sound). So our goal is
to assess the student’s knowledge these gÆp mappings.
For example, ch can make the /CH/ sound as in the word “Charles.” However, ch
can also make the /K/ sound as in “chaos.” By assessing students on the component
skills necessary to read a word, we hope to build a model that will allow the tutor to
make predictions about words the student has not yet seen. For example, if the student cannot read “chaos” then he probably cannot read “chemistry” either.
Modeling the student’s proficiency at a subword level is difficult, as we do not
have observations of the student attempting to read gÆp mappings in isolation.
There are two reasons for this lack. First, speech recognition is imperfect differentiating individual phonemes. Second, the primary goal of the 2002-2003 Reading Tutor
is to have students learn to read by reading connected text, not to read isolated graphemes with the goal of allowing the tutor to assess their skills. To overcome this problem, we apply knowledge tracing to the individual gÆp mappings that make up the
particular word. For example, the word “chemist” contains chÆ/K/, eÆ/EH/,
mÆ/M/, iÆ/IH/, sÆ/S/, and tÆ/T/ as gÆp mappings.
However, which mappings are indicative of a student’s skill? Prior research on
children’s reading [9] shows that children are often able to decode the beginning and
end of a word, but have problems with the interior. Therefore, we ignore the first and
last gÆp mappings of a word and use the student’s performance reading to word to
update the tutor’s estimate of the student’s knowledge of the interior gÆp mappings.
In the above example we would update the student’s knowledge on eÆ/EH/, mÆ/M/,
iÆ/IH/, and sÆ/S/. Words with fewer than three graphemes do not adjust the estimate of the student’s knowledge.
3.3

Which words to score?

When students read a sentence in the Reading Tutor, sometimes they do not attempt
to read all of the words in the sentence. If the student pauses in his reading, the ASR
will score what the student has read so far. For example, in Table 1, the student appears to have gotten stuck on the word “behind” and stopped reading. It is reasonable
to infer the student could not read the word “behind.” However, the scoring of “the”
and “house” depends on what skills are being assessed. If the goal is to measure the
student’s overall reading competency, then counting those words as read incorrectly
will provide a better estimate since stronger readers will need to pause fewer times.
Informal experiments on our data bear out this idea.
However, our goal is not to assess a student’s overall reading proficiency, but to
estimate his proficiency at particular gÆp mappings. For this goal, the words “the”
and “house” provide no information about the student’s competency on the mappings
that make up those words. Therefore we do not apply knowledge tracing to those
words.
More formally, we estimate the words a student attempted as follows:

1. i = Find the first word in the sentence that was accepted
2. j = Last word in the sentence that was accepted
3. Apply knowledge tracing to sentence words i…j+1
In the example in Table 1, i=1 and j=3, and the words 1-4 would be scored (“The
dog ran behind”). This heuristic assumes the reason the student stopped reading was
because he could not read the next word in the sentence.
3.4

Parameter estimation

We have described how to take the aligned ASR output and to use a heuristic to determine which words to score, and which gÆp mappings in the words to model. The
next step is to estimate the four knowledge tracing parameters (L0, t, guess, slip) for
the set of data collected from students.
There are 429 distinct gÆp mappings that occur in at least one word in our dictionary. We used the student’s performance on words containing those mappings as
input to an optimization algorithm1 to fit the four knowledge tracing parameters for
each gÆp using our students’ performance data. We then restricted the set of mappings to those with at least 1000 attempts combined from all students. We also removed mappings that fit the knowledge tracing model poorly; we required an R2 of
0.20. These restrictions limited the set to 80 mappings.
The optimization code required some modification since it was designed for more
traditional knowledge tracing. For example, the code restricted the number of “exercises” where students get to apply a particular skill to be less than 100. In our case,
an exercise is a student attempting to read a word containing a particular gÆp mapping. Some students encounter a particular mapping thousands of times. Another
restriction is that P(guess) was forced to be less than 0.3 and P(slip) to be less than
0.1. For our task, such a restriction is inappropriate as mappings with at least 10,000
observations had an average P(guess) of 0.71 and P(slip) of 0.13.
The reason P(guess) is so high is that the Reading Tutor is biased towards hearing
the student read the sentence correctly in order to reduce frustration from novices
having correct reading scored as incorrect. These data demonstrate that with current
speech recognition technology, a tutor cannot provide the same type of immediate
feedback as a tutor with typed input due to the uncertainty in whether the student was
correct. With such a high guess parameter, many observations are required for a
student to be considered proficient in a skill. Fortunately, students read hundreds of
words each day they use the Reading Tutor, so the bandwidth should be sufficient to
estimate the student’s proficiencies.
Once the above steps have been performed, we have a set of knowledge tracing parameter estimates for 80 gÆp mappings. By taking the aligned output of the ASR of
the student’s reading, we can apply the knowledge tracing model to estimate the student’s proficiency on each skill. This process results in a probability estimate as to
whether the student knows each of the 80 reading skills in our model.

1

Source code is courtesy of Albert Corbett and Ryan Baker and is available at
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~rsbaker/curvefit.tar.gz

4 Validation
We now discuss validating our model of the student’s reading proficiency. First we
demonstrate that, overall, it is a good model of how well students can identify words.
Then we show that the individual gÆp estimates have predictive power.
4.1

Performance at predicting Word ID scores

If we run knowledge tracing over the student’s Reading Tutor performance for the
year, we get a set of 80 probabilities that estimate the student’s proficiency at each
gÆp mapping. To validate the accuracy of these probabilities, we use them to predict
the student’s Word Identification (WI) post test score from the Woodcock Reading
Mastery Test [14]. The posttest occurred near the end of the school year. For the WI
test, a human presents words for the student to read and records whether the student
read the word correctly or not, and terminates the test when the student gets four
words in a row incorrect. The WI test is a good test for validating the overall accuracy of our gÆp mappings since it presents students with a series of words; the student then either recognizes the word on sight or segments the words into graphemes
and produces the appropriate phonemes.
The goal is to use the estimates of the student’s knowledge of the 80 gÆp mappings to predict his grade equivalent WI post test score. Grade equivalent scores are
of the form grade.month, for example 3.4 corresponds to a third grader in the fourth
month of school. The month portion range from 0 to 9, with summer months excluded.
Grade equivalent can be misleading. For example, a math test of simple addition
may show that a first-grader had a score of 5.3. This result does not mean the student
has the math proficiency of a fifth grader, rather it means that he scored as well as a
fifth grader might be expected to do on that test (so the student is quite skilled at addition, but the score says nothing about his knowledge of other math skills a fifth grader
would be expected to know, such as fractions).
In contrast, many reading tests are designed for grades K-12 (roughly ages 5
through 17). For example, in WI, the test starts with easy words such as “red” and
“the.” For a student to receive a score of 5.3, the student would have to read words
such as “temporal” or “gruffly.” If a first grader can read such words (and the preceding words on the test), it is not unreasonable to say he can identify words as well
as a fifth grader (although his other reading skills may be lacking). As a target for
building a model of the student, the grade equivalent scale is a reasonable choice due
to its interpretability by researchers. This use of grade equivalent scores follows
guidelines [1] for when their use is appropriate.
We expect different gÆp mappings to be predictive for students in different grades
since skills that students have mastered in prior grades are unlikely to remain predictive in later grades. Therefore, we constructed a model for each grade. We entered
terms into the regression model until the change in R2 was less than 0.01 for grades
one and two and less than 0.05 for grades three and four (there were fewer students in
grades 3 and 4). This process resulted in ten mappings entering the model for grade

one, 25 mappings for grade two, five mappings for grade three, and four mappings for
grade four.
The resulting regression model for WI scores had, using a leave-one-out cross validation, an overall correlation of 0.88 with the WI test. It is reasonable to conclude
that our model of students’ word identification abilities is in reasonable agreement
with a well-validated instrument for measuring the skill. We examined the case
where our model’s error from the student’s actual WI was greatest: a fourth grader
whose pretest WI score was 3.9, her posttest was 3.3, and our model’s prediction was
6.1. It is unlikely the student’s proficiency declined by 0.6 grade levels over the
course of the year, and it was unclear whether we should believe the 3.3 or the 6.1.
Perhaps our model is more trustworthy than the gold standard against which we validated it? There are a variety of reasons not to trust a single test measurement, including that it was administered on a particular day. Perhaps the student was feeling ill or
did not take the test seriously? Also, we would like to know if our measure is better
than WI. To get around these limitations, we looked at an alternate method of measuring word identification.
4.2

Alternate measure of word identification

To find an alternate method of measuring word identification, we examined our battery of tests we administer to students to find a set of tests that are most similar to WI:
1. The Accuracy score from the Gray Oral Reading Test (GORT) measures
how many mistakes students make reading connected text. It correlates with
WI at 0.76.
2. Sight Word Efficiency (SWE) from Test Of Word Reading Efficiency
(TOWRE) measures how quickly students can decode common words. It
correlates with WI at 0.80.
3. The Test of Written Spellling (TWS) is the opposite of word identification as
students are presented a sound and asked to generate the proper letters, but is
related to word identification [3]. It correlates with WI at 0.86.
None of these measures perfectly matches the construct of word identification, but
they measure closely related constructs. We took the mean of these three tests as a
proxy for the students’ word identification proficiency. These tests were sometimes
administered on different days and usually by different testers. The mean of the three
tests correlates with WI at 0.87. Furthermore, the mean of the 3 scores (hereafter
called WI3) does not suffer nearly as badly as WI from students dropping several
months in proficiency from pre- to post-test. Given the stability of the WI3 measure,
its being composed of constructs closely related to word identification, and its statistical correlation with WI, we feel it is a good measure of the students “true’ word identification score.
Returning to the student whose WI posttest score deviated from the model. Her
WI score was 3.3 her predicted score was 6.1, and her WI3 score was 5.1. Perhaps
our model did a better job for this student than the WI test? To evaluate the accuracy
of our model, we compared our model and the WI score to see how often each was

closer to the WI3 score. The WI test was closer to the WI3 score 52.8% of the time,
while our model was closer 47.2% of the time. An alternate evaluation is to examine
the mean absolute error (MAE) between each estimate and WI3. WI had an MAE of
0.71 (SD of 0.56), while our model had an MAE of 0.77 (SD of 0.67), a difference of
only 0.06 GE (roughly three weeks). So our model was marginally worse than the
WI test at assessing (a proxy for) a student’s word identification abilities. However,
the WI test is a well-validated instrument, and to come with 0.06 GE of it is an accomplishment. Although marginally worse than the paper test, the knowledge tracing
model can estimate the student’s proficiency at any time throughoutthe school year,
and requires no student time to generate an assessment.
4.3

Predicting help requests

To validate whether our model’s estimates of the student’s knowledge of individual
gÆp mappings were accurate, we predicted whether the student would ask for help
on a word. We used help requests rather than the student’s performance at reading
words since we already extracted considerable data about student reading performance to build our model. Thus using it to confirm our model would be circular.
To measure whether knowledge of gÆp mappings would help predict whether the
student would ask for help, we examined every word the student encountered and
noted whether he asked for help or not. We excluded words composed of fewer than
three graphemes (since our model is based on student performance on interior gÆp
mappings). Approximately 79% of English tokens in children’s reading materials are
composed of 3 or more graphemes. The above restrictions limited us to 288,614
sentence word tokens the students encountered during their time using the Reading
Tutor.
We constructed a logistic regression model to predict whether a student would ask
for help on a word. This model had several components:
1. The identity of the student was a factor. Adding the student to the model
controls for overall student ability, student differences in help-seeking
behavior (in the past, student help request rates have differed by two orders of magnitude in the Reading Tutor).
2. The difficulty of the word (on a grade equivalent scale) was a covariate.
Presumably students are more likely to ask for help on difficult words.
3. The position of the word in the sentence was a covariate. In the Reading
tutor, students sometimes do not read the entire sentence. Therefore, we
suspected that words earlier in the sentence are more likely to be clicked
on for help.
4. The average knowledge of the 80 gÆp for the student at the point in time
when he encountered the word was a covariate. This term modeled the
changes in the student’s knowledge over the course of the year.
5. The student’s average knowledge of the gÆp mappings that composed
the word, excluding the first and last mappings. For our data, of words
with 3 or more graphemes, the modal number of graphemes was 3 and the
median was 4. Therefore, there are generally only one or two interior

gÆp mappings, so the student’s average knowledge of the mappings in a
word was not a broad description of the student’s competencies, but is a
focused description of his knowledge of the components of this word.
Logistic regression generates Beta coefficients to determine each variable’s influence on the outcome. The Beta coefficients were 0.48 for word difficulty, -0.96 for
the student’s overall ability, -0.38 for the student’s mean proficiency of the gÆp
mappings in the word, and -0.035 for the word’s position in the sentence. If a variable has a positive Beta coefficient, then as the variable’s value increases the student’s probability of asking for help increases. Conversely, a negative Beta implies
as the value increases, the student’s probability of requesting help decreases. All of
the Beta values were significant at P<0.001, and all point in the intuitive direction: as
students become more proficient at reading they ask for help less, if a student has a
higher estimated knowledge of the gÆp mappings in this particular word, even after
controlling for word difficulty, then the student is less likely to ask for help. It is
important to note that the Beta values are not normalized in logistic regression, thus it
is not appropriate to order the various features by how much predictive power they
have.
These results provide evidence that individual estimates of the student’s proficiency on gÆp mappings are meaningful indicators of proficiency.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper demonstrates that it is possible to apply classic student modeling techniques to language learning tutors that use speech recognition. While it is true the
data are extremely noisy, it is possible to account for the noise and model student
proficiency on subword skills, in our case gÆp mappings, of reading. This model of
proficiency is accurate in the aggregate since it is able to assess a student’s word
identification proficiency nearly as well as a paper test designed for the task. Furthermore, the individual estimates of the student’s knowledge are also useful, since
they predict whether a student requests help on a word.
Next steps for this work include a better model of credit assignment for words that
are accepted or rejected. If the ASR believes the student made a mistake, it may not
be fair to blame all of the interior gÆp mappings, the blame should be spread probabilistically. Similarly, a student may generate correct reading without knowing all of
the gÆp mappings in a word.
Similarly, we will investigate a better model of how children decode words. For
example, although early readers tend to understand the first part of a word, students
who are just starting to read may struggle at this step. A model of children’s reading
that treats each component of the word as a separate skill would account for this problem.
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